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27th July 2022,
To Standing Committee on Planning, Transport and City Services.

RE: Inquiry into EV Vehicle Adoption in the ACT.

Submission from Tobin Page of Electro Moto Pty Ltd Trading as Australian Electric Motor Co
(AEMC) - electric motorcycle distributor and dealer based in Gold Coast, QLD. .

Introduction

We (AEMC) are Australia’s first dedicated electric motorcycle and scooter dealership and
distributor. Our mission is to reduce transport emissions in Australia and help to drive the
adoption of clean energy vehicles. We want to play our part in ensuring future Australian’s can
enjoy living and thriving in this amazing country. This is becoming harder to do with extreme
weather events becoming more common and biodiversity decreasing due to the impacts of
climate change. I (Tobin Page) created this business after selling my share of a successful
advertising technology platform in 2020, having previously spent 14 years working in the tech
industry.

We are based in Burleigh Heads, QLD but we sell and deliver electric motorcycles/scooters
throughout Australia including the ACT. Our Australian HQ is a 300 sqm unit which is powered
by a 30 kW solar system. We have a rapid AC charging system installed which allows us to fast
charge electric motorcycles at up to 11 kWs from renewably sourced energy.

As few electric motorcycles and scooters are manufactured in Australia - we have had to find
international manufacturers and suppliers to work with to offer Australian’s a decent choice in
electric motorcycles/scooters. Australian manufacturers of electric motorcycles and scooters
currently produce less than 200 vehicles per year - which is not enough supply to drive the
adoption of EVs we need.

The international electric motorcycle/scooter manufacturers we have partnered with (to
distribute their products in Australia) are well-established in advanced EV markets like USA, UK,
Germany, Netherlands. However, getting their vehicles imported and approved for road use in
Australia has been a complicated, slow and costly process. To the point that some of the
manufacturers have told us they would not enter the Australian market unless a partner like us
was willing to take on a lot of the work and expense. The population size here does not justify
the work required to enter the market compared to other regions. We believe motorcycle import
fees, tarifs, government fees, ADR regulations and lack of incentives for purchasers of electric
motorcycles are all affecting the supply and adoption of electric motorcycles/scooters in the
ACT and all Australian States.



Challenges

1. Gaining road approvals for electric motorcycles in Australia is too complicated and
expensive. It is surprising how difficult it is to get vehicles that have been approved for
road use in the EU and North America, approved for road use in Australia. The approval
process for those other regions is rigorous and thorough for good reason - to ensure
vehicles sold and used there are safe and reliable. Manufacturers are willing to go
through extensive testing to gain the certification required to sell their vehicles in those
regions because the market size makes their investment worthwhile.

The EU has some of the strictest road certification processes in the world. Many of
which Australian road certification seems to be based on. Why is more testing and
reporting needed for these EU approved vehicles to be used in Australia? This seems
excessive and is acting as an unintentional disincentive for electric motorcycle
manufacturers to enter this market. For example - we distribute Energica Motorcycles in
Australia. These premium electric motorcycles were developed in the Moto E racing
series. They are some of the most advanced motorcycles in the world and have
undergone extensive testing in some of the most extreme racing environments possible
to ensure they are safe and perform to the levels required for Moto E racing. All Energica
Motorcycle models are approved for road use in the EU, North America and many other
regions.

To get 3 Energica models approved for road use in Australia has been an exhausting,
expensive and complicated process. The EU WVTA documents were not sufficient to
meet ADR requirements for Full Volume road approvals here in Australia. We had to
gather 12 other ECE level approval documents, manufacturing Quality Management
Systems from Energica and build our own Quality Management Systems as their
distributor in Australia - all of these documents had to be shared with our compliance
partner who are an approved ADR certification provider so they could build and submit
applications for each model to be approved for road use in Australia. This whole process
has taken almost a year, thousands of dollars and countless hours of coordination
between us, the manufacturer and our compliance partner. When you are importing and
selling products with an average 12.5% retail margin - it becomes very difficult to get
them approved and make your business profitable if you have to cover these excessive
approval costs. We are now reconsidering importing and distributing other electric
motorcycle brands in Australia because the costs of getting their motorcycles approved
here in Australia is too great for the potential sales revenue and gross margin available.
This means the supply of electric motorcycles and scooters in Australia and the ACT will
remain limited while the ADR certification process remains as it is.

2. We cannot sell premium electric motorcycles at competitive prices that are equivalent
to other advanced EV markets. Electric vehicles are more expensive to produce than the
equivalent petrol vehicle for a number of reasons that are well documented. Battery
prices are high (but falling), the technology has had less time to evolve than petrol
engines, more research and development costs are associated with EVs which need to
be recouped in the sale price of these vehicles.

In other advanced EV markets like the UK - the government recognised that they needed
to subsidise the price of EVs to increase adoption in these early, formative years for



electric vehicle technology. For electric motorcycles and scooters specifically, this took
the form of the Plug-in Vehicle Grant which allowed the purchaser of an electric
motorcycle to claim up to £2,500 of the purchase price back from the dealer as a grant
(up to 35% of the new vehicle price). The dealer would then claim this cost back from the
government. The manufacturer was paid the full wholesale price for their vehicle which
made the UK a very attractive market for EV makers who could sell a lot of vehicles and
still make the same margin as they do in other markets. This grant made electric
motorcycles and scooters much more comparable to petrol equivalents in terms of
purchase price and even cheaper to own per year than petrol equivalents once resale
value and lower costs of fuel/servicing were factored in. In 2021 the UK reached a new
milestone of 5% of all motorcycle and scooter sales being electric not petrol engined.
This figure grew rapidly over a 3 year period. It is still quite far behind electric cars which
accounted for 25% of all new vehicle sales in the UK in 2021, but it is growing rapidly.

In Australia and the ACT, no such incentive exists. There is a discount on the price of
Stamp Duty for some EVs - but electric motorcycles are not included in the ACT because
they are not included in the Green Vehicle Guide despite having a lower carbon footprint
than nearly all of the vehicles on that list (most electric motorcycles have a lower watts
per kilometer usage figure than electric cars because they are lighter). State to State, the
cost of Stamp Duty differs for electric motorcycles. But there are no Federal or State
level grants which actively reward consumers for purchasing an electric
motorcycle/scooter over a petrol one, like the Plug-in Vehicle grant does in the UK.

This means, premium electric motorcycles like the Energica Ego+ have an Australian
RRP around 20% more expensive than USA. The after grant price in the UK is also
significantly less than Australia. There is very little incentive for electric
motorcycle/scooter manufacturers to prioritise the Australian market. There aren’t
enough incentives for Australian riders to choose an electric motorcycle/scooter over a
petrol one.

3. Import costs are making electric motorcycles/scooters too expensive in Australia. As
the distributor of Energica Motorcycles in Australia - we have to pay an extra 26% of the
wholesale price of a premium electric motorcycle to get the bike over here to Australia,
through customs, through the ports, pay GST and then the costs to get the motorcycle
road approved. The 26% doesn’t even include Stamp Duty and Registration fees which
are on top. Then we as a business need to make our margin on the product (between
7.5% and 20% of RRP) to stay in business. This means the price we need to sell these
motorcycles in Australia is really high - much higher than other regions. Which we feel is
impacting the adoption of electric motorcycles and EVs in general in Australia and the
ACT.

Obviously many of these costs are beyond the control of the Australian or ACT
government like shipping costs, maritime insurance, port fees, fumigation, etc. However,
tarifs like the 5% customs duty on electric motorcycles/scooters, 10% GST and extensive
compliance costs from an over-complicated road approval process are all contributing to
driving up the price of electric motorcycles coming from outside of Australia. These are
all disincentives to manufacturers and distributors to increase the supply of available
EVs to Australia and the ACT. This means only the most dedicated, financially
comfortable motorcycle riders can afford to and are willing to transition from a petrol



motorcycle to a premium electric motorcycle. Despite many other riders being keen to do
so, but just not having the financial means to.

4. Not enough used EVs in circulation in the ACT. Many Australians cannot afford to or
would not like to purchase a new electric vehicle. Well-maintained EVs are capable of
lasting longer than petrol/diesel vehicles - there are examples of Tesla’s that now have
odometer readings of over 1,000,000 kms. Energica Motor Co guarantees that a new
electric motorcycle they produce will retain at least 80% battery capacity after 1,200
charging cycles. With a range of up to 400 kms per charge, that means the battery is
guaranteed to still have 80% working capacity with up to 480,000 kms on the odometer.
No petrol motorcycle comes with such a guarantee on the engine longevity. So EVs are
an ideal used vehicle purchase.

If you search for a used electric motorcycle or scooter in the ACT on Bikesales.com.au
(as of the 04/08/2022) there are 0 vehicles available. There is such a short supply of
electric motorcycles/scooters in the ACT and Australia in general - it is almost
impossible to purchase a used one. This is excluding a large portion of consumers that
are willing to transition to an EV if they could find a suitable used one to purchase. This
is understandable as many want to thoroughly test an EV before committing to the
purchase price of a new EV.

5. Australia and the ACT are not doing enough to encourage motorcycle manufacturers to
produce more electric motorcycles/scooters for sale in Australia. In other regions - the
carbon regulatory credit system forces vehicle manufacturers to build and sell
zero-emission vehicles or buy credits from another manufacturer that does, in order to
continue to sell petrol/diesel vehicles in that market. For example - if Ford sold 9 petrol
pickup trucks in California - they would have to sell 1 zero-emission vehicle. If they do
not produce that vehicle or cannot sell their own zero-emission vehicle - they have to buy
a credit from another manufacturer that does make and sell a zero-emission vehicle. A
large portion of Tesla’s profit comes from selling these carbon credits to other car
manufacturers. This has allowed Tesla to develop market leading products and enter
new markets. Australia remains a market that EV makers do not prioritise. No such
penalty exists for petrol/diesel vehicle manufacturers in Australia - meaning we often get
the worst emitting, least efficient petrol/diesel models dumped here in Australia because
no other markets will take them.

If the ACT government forced motorcycle manufacturers to sell 1 electric or
zero-emission motorcycle/scooter for every 5 petrol motorcycles they sold - the big
motorcycle manufacturers like Honda/Ducati/Yamaha/Suzuki would quickly develop and
supply more electric motorcycles/scooters to the ACT - increasing the supply and choice
of electric motorcycles in the ACT. The revenue generated from the credit system would
also help existing electric motorcycle manufacturers like Energica, Zero, Benzina Zero,
Fonzarelli and Savic to scale up their production, invest more into battery
technology/density/efficiency, expand their product range and potentially lower the cost
to produce an electric motorcycle which could bring the price of a new electric
motorcycle/scooter inline or cheaper than a petrol equivalent. Therefore increasing both
supply of and demand for electric motorcycles/scooters in the ACT and Australia
generally.



6. There are not enough electric motorcycle/EV charging stations in the ACT. This is an
obvious issue that many others have flagged. Adoption of electric motorcycles and
vehicles in general is impacted by where and how quickly riders can charge their
vehicles. Inner city areas where residents live in rented high density housing are
particularly difficult areas to charge an EV.

Electric motorcycles are physically much smaller and generally contain smaller battery
packs than electric cars - which means the ACT government could install many more EV
charging stations for 2 wheelers in the same space an EV car charger would take.
Premium electric motorcycles and scooters can also be rapidly charged faster than most
electric cars meaning they need to take less time at a charging station. Just as we
encourage commuters to ride a bike instead of driving a car to work - we should also
encourage them to ride an electric motorcycle or scooter instead of driving a car when
the distance to cycle is too great or the conditions are unsuitable for a bike or walking.

This is an area that the Federal and State governments have identified that they can help
EV adoption and make the transition to an EV much easier for Australians. NSW is
currently offering grants for businesses to install EV charging stations for public use on
their premises - vastly increasing the EV charging network. QLD did not offer such a
subsidy/grant at the time we developed our HQ, so AEMC as a business invested over
$60k in renewably powered fast electric vehicle charging technology for our vehicles and
customer’s.

Suggested improvements

1. Remove some of the unnecessary regulations to getting an EU or North American
approved motorcycle approved for road use in Australia. If these motorcycles are safe
enough for the EU - they should be safe enough for Australia. Or the testing required to
enter the Australian market should be simplified and less costly. The current ADR
legislation and process is creating unintended disincentives for electric motorcycle and
scooter manufacturers to enter the market. Although the ACT government will not have a
direct hand in implementing this improvement, it can play a crucial role in pushing the
Federal government to remove some of the ADR restrictions that make the import of
electric motorcycles/scooters so hard.

2. Introduce incentives for buyers of electric motorcycles/scooters like an electric 2
wheel grant for new vehicle purchases, 0% Stamp Duty for all zero-emission vehicles,
$0 registration fees for EVs and free parking for zero-emission vehicles in paid parking
areas. This has worked well in the UK to drive EV adoption. Dealers can claim a new EV
vehicle grant back from the ACT government and offer the discount to customers
ensuring it is not abused. This will increase the adoption of electric
motorcycles/scooters in the ACT. It will also encourage more electric
motorcycle/scooter manufacturers to enter the ACT market. Thirdly it will reduce
emissions from petrol and diesel vehicles in the ACT.

3. Remove the 5% customs duty on electric motorcycles and scooters. And offer
discounted or subsidised customs and import fees for distributors to increase the
supply of electric motorcycles and scooters into the ACT and Australia. Again - this is
not something the ACT government can implement directly but can influence the Federal
government to make this change which will increase electric motorcycle/scooter
adoption in the ACT.



4. ACT State Police and AFP purchase specialist police electric motorcycles instead of
petrol police motorcycles. In the UK and Italy - the national police force are using electric
motorcycles such as the Zero SR/S and Energica EsseEsse9+ RS instead of the typical
BMW or Honda petrol police motorcycles. They are leading by example but also
benefiting from lower maintenance costs on those vehicles, higher performance
(acceleration and torque) and lower fuel costs while also emitting less emissions while
performing their duties. Once those police motorcycles have finished their term of
service - the police modifications can be removed and the vehicles can be sold to the
public - increasing the supply of used EV inventory available in that market. It would
make sense for the ACT Police to run a pilot testing these electric alternatives against
their current police motorcycle fleet to see if they can match or beat the current vehicles.
If they are capable of meeting the requirements - the ACT Police and government should
lead by example in adopting electric vehicles where they can suitably replace petrol ones
and also aid the supply of EVs into the ACT.

5. Introduce a regulatory carbon credit system for vehicle manufacturers supply vehicles
to the ACT. This will support electric vehicle manufacturers to develop better products
and increase supply of EVs to the ACT. It will also make petrol/diesel vehicle
manufacturers develop more zero-emission vehicles for supply into the ACT. This policy
could be applied at the State or Federal level.

6. Increase the number of EV charging stations in the ACT for both electric cars and
motorcycles/scooters. Offer subsidies and grants for businesses like
restaurants/cafes/shopping centres to install these chargers which will attract more
customers to their businesses. We acknowledge that substantial funding has recently
been announced to increase the number (77 new charging stations) of fast EV chargers
in the ACT - this is a great start.

Conclusion

Running a green vehicle business in Australia has been extremely challenging. Without the
funding we were able to raise from previous private ventures - AEMC would not have been able
to make it this far in our mission to increase the supply of electric motorcycles/scooters to the
ACT and Australia in general. We have outlined some of the reasons we think from our
experience of trying to supply electric motorcycles/scooters to Australia, EV adoption is lower
than it should be in the ACT and Australia. We are now asking the ACT government and the
Federal government to make this industry a little easier to operate a healthy business in and
grow the adoption of EVs in the ACT. The aforementioned suggestions will help tackle the lack
of supply of electric vehicles into the ACT and the demand for electric vehicles by consumers in
the ACT.

I appreciate the time that you honourable committee members have taken in reading our
submission. I am also happy to answer any follow up questions which you may wish to ask of
me on this issue.



Yours sincerely,

Tobin Page

Founder - Australian Electric Motor Co

Signed: ...... ...........Date of issue:.......................................... (DD/MM/YYYY)27/07/2022




